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Welcome to the second newsletter of 2013 in which we will bring you up to 
date on what’s happening with the business, our courses and us. If anyone 
has any articles or tips they would like including in this 
newsletter drop us an email and we will consider it for inclusion. 

We are still taking bookings for Steven 
Gottlieb’s course but please note 

registration closes on the 31st July 2013. 
At £995 this one week course is amazing 

value. In 2011 when the course was 
delivered for West Yorkshire Police, it 

cost over a £1000. 
It’s a great course don’t miss it! 

 
Details: http://tinyurl.com/ndtjwcw  

 
To book your place on the course, please 

contact: 
Steve Berry, Course Administrator, 

Tel: +44 (0) 844 3581666 
Email: 

admin@intelligenceanalysistraining.com 
 

 

 

CRIME ANALYSIS 
APPLICATIONS 

2nd to 6th September 2013 
Leeds, West Yorkshire. UK 

Presented by 
Steven L. Gottlieb 

Author of “Crime Analysis: 
From First Report to Final 

Arrest” 
 

This one-week “hands on” 
course provides you with 
techniques you can use 
immediately to solve real-
world crime problems that 
daily confront crime analysts, 
patrol & investigative officers, 
& community policing 
personnel. 

 
 

 

The three amigos – they don’t get any 
better looking, apart from the guy on 

the right! 
 
 

http://tinyurl.com/ndtjwcw


 

 

MOBILE PHONE FORENSICS CONFERENCE  

 As you may recollect from the May issue we attended The Investigator 
Magazine Mobile Phone Forensics Conference, held at the Rothley Court 
Hotel, Leicestershire. The theme of the conference was ‘Emerging Trends 
and Cutting Edge Developments’. The hotel is an attractive old country 
manor with a beautiful view from the terrace outside the bar. Yes, we did 
sample the delights of the bar embibing several glasses of light refreshment 
before retiring for the night. I know; aweful but someone had to do it. 

The conference itself was actually held in an old chapel attached to the 
hotel, as you will see from the photograph below that was different. 

 

Steve setting up for his presentation 
 

As planned Steve’s delivered his presentation entitled ‘Mobile Phones  
and The Internet: Tracking Opportunities for Investigators’. Steve’s input 
last 60 minutes as planned and covered a basic description of how the 
various types of traffic transit the phone and wi-fi networks, the data that 
is generated and captured, he then finished with a description of the 
inofrmation captured in email headers and how that can be progressed by 
the investigator. Steve answered several questions from the floor and 
numerous others during the subsequent break. We manned a stall the 
remainder of the day promoting our elearning and classroom courses. 

Prior to Steve and I leaving West Yorkshire Police we delivered the 
National Police Improvement Agency (now the College of Policing) ACPO 
approved “Core Skills in Communications Data” course.   

The course was commissioned and funded by the Home Office who 
recognised that it was essential for investigators, intelligence staff and 

STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT 
COURSE 

 

The Strategic Assessment course is 
off to a good start; feedback from 
students (see extract below – they 
are genuine) has been good and 
encouraging. The aim of the 
Strategic Assessment Course is to 
provide delegates with the 
knowledge and skills to create or 
contribute to the creation of a 
strategic assessment. The course is 
suitable for those engaged in, or 
looking towards the role of 
Strategic Analyst. 
http://tinyurl.com/oqf38lv 

Feedback: “It gives me great 
pleasure to endorse & 
recommend the Strategic 
Assessment and the Criminal 
Intelligence Analysis (Level 2) as 
two courses in the pursuit of 
analytical excellence.  
The courses are practical and 
industry relevant. If you are 
looking for analytical courses 
that would give you a distinctive 
competence in your field and 
ultimately an advantage over 
your peers, I recommend both 
the Criminal Intelligence 
Analysis and the Strategic 
Assessment are industry relevant 
courses in the life of any 
Intelligence Analyst”.  Name 

 

http://tinyurl.com/oqf38lv


 

analysts to understand the impact of the changing communications world on 
their investigations. 

Steve and I were selected to deliver the course in our region because of our 
unique skill sets; not only were we intelligence trainers we were both very 
experience working with telephone data on major enquires. A rare mix, Police 
Officer, Detective, Analyst, Trainer and Communications Data specialist. 

As coincidence had it, I had started writing a Communications Data manual 
before I went into training, although at that time I called it a Telecoms 
manual. Now we have classroom courses available and hopefully in the not too 
distant future they will be available online.  

RETIREMENT OR NOT!  

Some of you will be aware that I retired from West Yorkshire Police after 
serving for 31 years. God that’s scary when you say it like that; 31 years and it 
only seems like yesterday. Although living  those 31 years in reality 
progressed as quickly or slowly as life does for us all. 

I’m quickly approaching the first anniversary of my retirement, well when I 
say retirement that’s retirement from the Police service because since last 
July I have have worked long and hard developing this business, along with 
my partner in crime, Steve, who left WYP around the same time. 

Its been an interesting 12 months and work in many respects has continued 
as it always has; we’ve delivered training at home and abroad, we have 
continue to write new courses, we have been involved in projects and 
consultancy, and so on. In many ways we work harder in so called retirement 
than when we worked for the Police. That doesn’t mean that the Police 
service didn’t get its pound of flesh because it certainly did, but being your 
own boss is a strong motivator to do that bit more. 

On a personnel level its been a strange time in some ways, handing over my 
sherriffs badge (warrant card) was a moment of sadness; but also a release, 
no longer am I at the beckon call of the service or the public. In some ways 
it’s akin to been released from shackles, free to do as I please, free to step 
back as opposed to stepping forward. The strangest thing of all is, as a Police 
Officer it is your duty and responsibility to step to the line and be counted, as 
a member of the public there’s no such obligation, although the habit of a 
lifetime maybe difficult to resist if ever I’m faced with a ‘drama’. 

NEW MODULES & COURSES 

We have recently procured the services of a professional voiceover artist, 
Simon, who already as provided voiceovers for 3 new modules; the National 
Decision Model, Activity Charting and Concealed Income Analysis. He has a 
wonderful voice and brings that extra something to our elearning products. 

The National Decision Model is our take on the new Assosiation of Chief 
Police Officers (ACPO) decision making model. Whilst designed for the UK 
Police service it is a model that can be used by any person making decisions. 

Contact Us 

      
3, Bede House, 
College Grove Road 
Wakefield. 
West Yorkshire. 
England. 
WF1 3RN 
08443581666 (std rate) 
admin@intelligenceanalysistraining.com 

 
Follow Us 
We subscribed to a number of 
Social Networking sites including: 
 

 
 
Twitter: 
http://twitter.com/IntellTraining 
http://twitter.com/intel_training 
 
LinkedIn: 
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/intelligencean
alysistraining 

And 
http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/stephen-
berry/27/a69/10 

 
Facebook: 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Intellig
ence-
AnalysisTrainingLtd/110216959046542 

 
In addition to the Social Network 
sites you can of course visit us at 
our website: 
www.intelligenceanalysistraining.com 
 

mailto:admin@intelligenceanalysistraining.com
http://twitter.com/IntellTraining
http://twitter.com/intel_training
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/intelligenceanalysistraining
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/intelligenceanalysistraining
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http://www.intelligenceanalysistraining.com/


 

ACPO approved the adoption of a single National Decision Model (NDM) for 
the Police Service in 2012, it replaces previous models such as the Conflict 
Management Model. The Police service, and more specifically Police 
Officers, have been making decision since the inception of the service, for 
the most part those decisions, if not good, have been made with the 
intention of fulfilling the basic tenant of the service namely to protect life 
and property, preserve order, and prevent the commission of offences, and 
where an offence has been committed to take measures to bring the offender 
to justice.  

 

UK National Decision Model 
 

More and more the decisions made by the Police are subject of challenge it is 
important therefore that decision making is improved. The NDM is part of a 
concerted effort to ensure that decisions are made cognisant of  the mission 
of policing and in accordance with the values of the Police Service. 

Our new Activity Charting Module will be added to out Crime & 
Intelligence Analysis Level 2 – Intermediate course (CI-02). For some 
reason, lost in the obscurity of time, when we designed CI-02 we decided not 
to include it in the course a strange decision given it is one of the core 
charting techniques. An even more bizare decision given that it as always 
been included in our classroom course.  

Our third new module Concealed Income Analysis is a completely new 
product for us, although we taught it when working for West Yorkshire 
Police. Concealed Income Analysis is a useful tool for revealing the extent to 
which a person, group or organisation is receiving and benefiting from 
monies obtained from illegal activities. Its not a full blown financial analysis, 
that falls to a specialist Financial Investigator but something for the analysts 
toolbox (or investigators). It’s  a useful tool that apart from its primary 
purpose of revealing concealed income may provide additional lines of 
enquiry. This again is likely to be added to our CI-02 course. Remember Al 
Capone was sent to prision for tax evasion! 

CLASSROOM COURSES & 
WORKSHOPS 

     In addition to our eLearning products 
Intelligence Analysis Training Ltd offer a 
range of Classroom Courses, Seminars & 
Workshops at a cost starting at only £75, 
a one day course costs £195. Each event 
is designed & delivered by fully qualified 
& experienced former law-enforcement 
personnel; usually they hold the NPIA (or 
equivalent) Trainer certificate, are very 
experienced & are experts in their field. 
Guest trainers from America or Canada 
are world renowned & acknowledged 
experts. 
 
In addition to our fixed format courses 
we can create bespoke courses & 
workshops to suit specific organisational 
requirements. These may be wholly 
classroom based but we can also provide 
blended learning, using a combination of 
online material & classroom delivery. 
Our fixed format courses are delivered at 
centers around the country; alternatively 
you can have bespoke training delivered 
at a venue convenient to you thus 
reducing costs (class minimum sizes 
apply). 
 
Our courses have been specifically 
designed for Crime & Intelligence 
Analysts, & Investigators however they 
are suitable for other roles including 
Strategic & Tactical Analysts, 
Researchers, Open Source Researchers, 
Major Crime Analysts, National Security 
Analysts & other Law Enforcement 
personnel. Whilst our courses are geared 
primarily towards law enforcement 
agencies they are also suitable for other 
organisations both commercial & 
governmental including; banks, 
insurance & finance companies, local 
authorities, trading standards & other 
agencies. Private individuals may also 
attend most courses. 
See our website for further details. 
www.intelligenceanalysistraining.com 
 

http://www.intelligenceanalysistraining.com/
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